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In Washington there are some sporadic clashes between protesters opposed to the inauguration of
Donald trump and police. Demonstrators blocked several crossings for guests of the ceremony. The
protesters which Public organization all-Tatar public center, called for deputies of diﬀerent levels and
political and public organizations to save Tatar language. The organization invites the society to
discuss the idea to set In turn, Facebook has already fully regained access to the Russian channel to
all the functions of the social network, the Russian authorities stated that can take action in response
Russian Monitor continues a series of interviews with Israeli political scientist and philosopher
Abraham Shmulevich. This time we talked about what scenarios might develop in Administration
Facebook January 18, imposed temporary restrictions on the publication of links and videos on the
English-language Russian channel Russia Today later on, these restrictions were lifted In January 19, a
Court in Yekaterinburg has decided to extend until 22 February, the arrest of Ruslan Sokolovsky
blogger who is accused of insulting the feelings of believers according to Znak.com. Sokolowski
became widely known Now it turned out elected the President of the United States Donald Trump will
not be recently awarded the Nobel prize. This totally made clear by the President of Russia Vladimir
Putin. The most important of the last press conference of the 44th US President Barack Obama on
Russia Sanctions the United States based on the fact that Russia annexed Crimea and occupied part
of Ukraine Dumeticola today a high oﬃcial is suing the hacks-talkers for libel 100 years back beyond a
month and a half to revolutiei was napiersville former Prime Minister with the appearance of Santa
Claus lost his post after The Ukrainian parliamentarians intend to appeal to the OSCE for the
invalidation of elections in the state Duma, Four deputies of the state Duma of the Russian Federation
was chosen in the electoral districts formed on
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